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Figure 1: The Overall Sturcture of LibEpidemic: Elements, Framework and Applications

ABSTRACT
With increased human mobility and the introduction of NPIs, the
complex, dynamic spread of COVID-19 has diverged significantly
from SEIR’s single, static assumption. At the same time, the ability
to obtain front-line data also limits the modeling capabilities of
SEIR. For researchers who cannot program, they must find suitable
collaborators to implement their research. Even for researchers
who can program, they need to repeat the principle and application
process of the infectious disease model. LibEpidemic provide an
open-source framework for modeling infectious disease, especially
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COVID-19, with bigdata. Researchers can implement subdivided,
multi-stage or even metapopulation with the support of LibEpi-
demic.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Simulation tools.
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1 OVERALL STRUCTURE OF LIBEPIDEMIC
AND FEATURES TO BE DEMONSTRATED

The Homepage of LibEpidemic is https://libepidemic.github.io/#/,
which is also the URL of the screencast video of LibEpidemic. The
Github repository of LibEpidemic is https://github.com/Bigscity-
epidemic/Epidemic-Modeling-survey. The document website for
LibEpidemic is https://libepidemic-docs.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.

Figure 1 shows the elements, framework and applications of
LibEpidemic. LibEpidemic provides Engine and APIs for building,
executing and visualizing epidemicmodels. LibEpidemic integrating
Case and non-Case data, then use engine and APIs to make models
from it. LibEpidemic preset 12 models, while users can build their
own models with the support of engine and APIs in LibEpidemic.
Researchers, epidemiologists and educators are targeted users of
LibEpidemic.

2 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
After the outbreak of COVID-19, the SEIR model has shown two
limitations as an infectious disease model: it cannot model realistic
scenarios and dynamics.

Although the SEIR model models the whole process of contact-
exposure-onset-removal of the development of infectious diseases,
it is too ideal for the assumptions of compartments and individuals.
This is reflected in:

• Individuals in the same compartment are identical. For exam-
ple, infected individuals transmit the disease to susceptible
individuals at an average rate, and each individual has the
same importance in the transmission chain.

• Each individual is a "guinea pig" without subjective initiative.
Individuals will not change their action strategies or for-
mulate non-pharmacological interventions(NPIs, similarly
hereinafter) according to the development of the epidemic.

• The compartment is set according to the principle of the
epidemic, not the actual observation data. For example, the
infected person’s compartment is set, but only the confirmed
data can be obtained in reality, and the error of approximate
substitution is unignorable.

In order to solve these limitations, the researchers improved the
infectious disease model represented by SEIR from two perspectives:
Modeling the dynamics and Modeling more realistic scenarios.

Modeling the dynamics means that the epidemic model varies
with external factors such as spatial factors, temporal factors, and
characteristics, while modeling more realistic scenarios requires
designing the settings and transformations between of the com-
partments. Compared with traditional infectious disease models,
these methods have a more complex structure of the compartment,
and the parameters and models are not single, static. Therefore, a
modeling framework like this became a requirement:

• The compartment structure should be determined through
several APIs, even in no-code way

• The differential equation system in the compartment model
should be determined by the user in the form of natural
language, not coding these discipline

• After the structure, equations and parameters of the model
are determined, the model should be executed automatically

and one-click until the data results are given and the visual
feedback is completed

In response to the above needs, LibEpidemic was born. On the basis
of satisfying all the above three requirements, he built 12 finished
models and 4 teaching models. At the same time, LibEpidemic also
provides mature, out-of-the-box applications for scholars in another
field: epidemiologists.

3 ENGINE AND APIS OF LIBEPIDEMIC
3.1 Determine Structure
There are 3 APIs in LibEpidemic for building the compartment
model structure: vertical divide, horizontal divide and add path.
With these three APIs, It is easy to determine strcuture of model
that built by LibEpidemic.

Vertical divide. Vertical divide can subdivide compartments
by information relevant to the epidemiological process, such as
asymptomatic, presymptomatic, confirmed, isolated, etc. And such
subdivide supports the modeling of individual differences within
the same compartment. Figure 2 is a general view of vertical divide.

Figure 2: Vertical Compartment Subdivision: it expands the
original single compartment into a chain, the chain’s head
connects the original prefix compartments, and the tail con-
nects the original suffix compartments

From a local perspective, vertical divide subdivides a compart-
ment into three new compartments.From a global perspective, ver-
tical divide adds stages in the epidemiological process.

Horizontal divide. Horizontal Divide can subdivide compart-
ments by information not relevant to the epidemiological process,
such as age, gender, country, etc. And such subdivide supports the
modeling of individual differences within the same compartment.
Figure 3 is a general view of horizontal divide.

From a local perspective, vertical divide subdivides a compart-
ment into three new compartments.From a global perspective, ver-
tical divide subdivides different compartments in one stage of the
epidemiological process.

Add path. Add Path can add a transmission, assign a formula
and parameters to it. It is usually used in combination with the two
methods above. Figure 4 is a general view of horizontal divide:

3.2 Multi-stage model and Dynamic Parameter
Multi-stage model refers to the use of different models to model
the epidemic according to certain rules. The dynamic properties
of multi-stage models are usually reflected at the time point when
NPIS changes significantly. In libepidemic, different models can be
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Figure 3: Horizontal Compartment Subdivision: it expands
the original compartment into several compartments with
the same status, all of which are connected to the original
prefix and suffix compartments

Figure 4: Add Path: it assists the first two APIs

built according to the changes of NPIS, and these models can form
a multi-stage model by stages that meet the modeling requirements
with obvious stage differences.

Dynamic parameters refers to the use of external data to trans-
form the parameters of infectious disease model from a fixed value
to an array or even a matrix. Dynamic parameters is the basis of
modeling. It focuses on reviewing and analyzing the past epidemic
situation, and carries out model experiments with the model. In
LibEpidemic, dynamic parameters is realized by embedding. Em-
bedding can replace the fixed parameters in the model with an
array. The values in the array can be set in advance or changed in
the process of model calculation to realize the effect of dynamic
parameters.

3.3 Workflow of LibEpidemic
In LibEpidemic, the APIs determine the structure of the model first.
In this process, the compartments contained in the model and the
transfer paths between compartments should be determined. And
the corresponding transfer equations for the transfer paths need to
set to determine the states of compartments. LibEpidemic’s inter-
preter will translate the equations into the transfer paths between
compartments. And the structure of the model can be established.
Next, LibEpidemic need epidemic data data to fit the model parame-
ters and set the initial values. And the whole model will be executed
by the executor. LibEpidemic will continue to deduce and iterate on
the basis of the initial values, and finally complete the prediction.

4 MODELING STEPS IN LIBEPIDEMIC
LibEpidemic is a general and simple modeling framework. By using
LibEpidemic, users can easily build personalized models and it has
various usages.

4.1 How to construct SEIR with LibEpidemic
To use LibEpidemic to build a model, first initialize a directory and
create a python file. If users only need to experience the most ba-
sic functions, such as building a basic SEIR model to familiarize
themselves with the usage of LibEpidemic, users can also simply
create a single file. However, doing so will clutter the file struc-
ture and interfere with the subsequent use. Therefore, we do not
recommend this. Users need to make sure to have successfully in-
stalled the environment dependencies in requirements. To make
sure the environment is well, users can type a print information.
Then a response without errors can be seen., which means that the
environment is configured correctly and users can start building
infectious disease models using APIs.

To construct SEIR with LibEpidemic, the first step is create struc-
ture of the model. APIs for determining structure can be used. Then,
users need to assign a formula to each edge in the struct to imple-
ment the dynamics in the infectious disease model. The interpreter
formally transforms the previously established SEIR model struc-
ture into a complete SEIR model, including kinetic mechanisms
and parameters. First, compare the differential equation form of
the SEIR model. LibEpidemic’s engine and compilation system sup-
port arbitrary expressions consisting of multiplication and addition.
This can cover the vast majority of scenarios in infectious disease
models.

To get the final results, the model need to be executed by LibEpi-
demic’s engine. If things go well, users can get the following results
from standard output.

4.2 Users’ need and LibEpidemic’s function
LibEpidemic is a general modeling framework, which can be ap-
plied to scientific research and realize complex epidemic modeling.
Because of the user-friendly design, it is convenient for epidemiolo-
gists who do not write programs to use, which has strong practical
value. In addition, libepidemic can also be used to build a simple
and classic model, which can be applied in the field of education.

Function for Research. Researchers can use the framework
to build any warehouse model simply and quickly, and execute it
with arbitrary parameters to obtain results. They need to learn the
whole engine-model-application three-level framework, including
engine, engine-model, model structures and model parameters.

Function for Epidemiologist. Epidemiologists need to use the
existing mature infectious disease models, make a small amount of
expansion according to the actual situation, and then complete the
model execution by adjusting the no-code method of the configura-
tion file, and obtain the visualization results.

Based on this model, epidemiologists can introduce a subdivided
model to model any factors that may affect the spread of the epi-
demic, such as age, income, country, population mobility, etc. , or
review or deduce the effects of arbitrary policies(More than 20 cat-
egories in total, covering the vast majority of specific policies for
all countries) by writing code-free configuration files.

Function for Education. The construction and improvement
of this framework can promote the integration of teaching and
scientific research in related majors. The framework development
team has cooperated with the School of Computer Science and
Engineering, Beihang University to carry out the experimental
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course “scientific research classroom”, using the framework to carry
out the teaching work.

5 APPLICATIONS IN LIBEPIDEMIC
5.1 NPI Modeling and Deduction in LibEpidemic
Non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) are the factors by which
humans, mainly governments or rulers, proactively propose mea-
sures to intervene in epidemic.

LibEpidemic use SEPIAR model and the deduction library to
help you modeling NPI. SEPAIR has 6 compartments: S(susceptible),
E(exposed), P(presymptomatic), A(asymptomatic), I(infectious) and
R(removed). Among them, P, A and I have the ability to transmit
diseases. The deduction library consists of several items, each of
which contains a policy, a 0/1 flag, several data and several param-
eters. Among them, the policy is described by a natural language
string, and the 0/1 mark indicates whether the policy participates
in the deduction.

Occasional and sudden outbreaks have the characteristics of
"short, fast, small, and hidden". For this type of epidemic, epidemi-
ologists prefer to know intuitively and concretely what the results
of the policies they have released will be[5]. LibEpidemic divides all
policies into social control, nucleic acid test and isolation categories
according to the principle of policy action.

5.1.1 Social Control. LibEpidemic subdivides social management
and control policies based on the classification of the Oxford govern-
ment response index. Considering the actual application scenarios,
6 of them are reserved for modeling:

• School Closing
• Workplace Closing
• Public Events Cancelling
• Restrictions on Gatherings
• Public Transport Closing
• Staying at Home

LibEpidemic uses a simple and trained GBRT model to obtain 6-
dimensional policy, with covariates such as population and GDP,
for changes in Δ𝛽 , where 𝛽 means the transmission parameter in
SEPAIR model.

Taking Beijing as an example, when Beijing launched the sec-
ondary response-related policy group, 𝛽=-0.85, which means that
the secondary response policy group in Beijing will control the
comprehensive population activity intensity to 15% of the previous
level.

5.1.2 Nucleic Acid Test and Isolation. Nucleic acid testing and iso-
lation policies include two categories: standing policies and emer-
gency response policies

The impact of the standing policy is reflected in the scale and
speed of potential hidden transmission before the first confirmed
case is diagnosed. In LibEpidemic, the following standing policies
are modeled:

• Periodic testing of high-risk groups
• Close isolation time
• How long it takes to track the close connection
• If asymptomatic infected persons quarantined

Emergency response policies are used to deduce the results of differ-
ent possible policies after the outbreak. Such policies are dynamic
and user configurable, and LibEpidemic provides a no-code ad-
justment method. LibEpidemic models the following emergency
response policies:

• Global nucleic acid detection
• Block Closure
• Isolation of Sub-Close and Space-Time Companions

5.2 Existing Models Implemented by
LibEpidemic

5.2.1 "One-fits-all" Model. LibEpidemic has 5 complete basic mod-
els built in: , SEIR, SIR with natural birth/death, SEIR with natual
birth/death, and SEPIR. They come from textbooks or cups for early
COVID-19 predictions. Users can view and modify the code of these
basic models, fill in any parameter settings, complete the model
simulation, and view the results

Considering that the inputs to the underlying SEIR model are
similar, LibEpidemic provide Mixed-strategy Model to Epidemi-
ologists. The mixed-strategy model is used with the multi-stage
method, and the optimal model in the model library is automatically
selected through the given loss function in each stage.

Mixed-strategy models can be used to build a "one fits all model“.
Using this model, combined with multi-stage global predictions
(tests), the total error is less than or equal to any single model.

5.2.2 Complex Models from Academic Papers. In order to better
help users get started with LibEpidemic, and to verify the sim-
plicity and efficiency of LibEpidemic for infectious disease mod-
eling, LibEpidemic reproduced the compartment model used in 5
papers[1–4, 6], and built 4 SEIR-class teaching models. Figure 5
shows the compared results from the origin paper(left) and LibEpi-
demic(right).

Figure 5: Compared Results: the trend of the curve and the
magnitude of the absolute value
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